**Example abstract for Research Revealed:**

**Title:** The effects of energy drinks on quidditch players’ speed and endurance.

**Purpose/Objectives**

This study aims to determine if using the popular energy drink Pottergy is harmful or helpful to quidditch players on the field.

**Method**

We measured 14 quidditch players’ velocity and endurance during 3 games each: one where the players drank 50 ml of Pottergy; one where the players drank 50ml of a placebo; and one where the players had no drink before the match. We compared their results to a control group of 14 quidditch players at the same matches who had no energy drinks beforehand.

**Results**

*(If analysis is in progress)*

Analysis is underway. We predict that the use of Pottergy will improve velocity but that this will decrease endurance.

*OR (if analysis has been completed)*

Results showed that Pottergy increased velocity but decreased endurance.

**Conclusion**

The popular use of Pottergy in quidditch teams is not supported by performance improvement measures.